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LEFT: Artist Unknown (India), Soldier’s Quilt (detail), 1850-75; wool, probably from military uniforms with embroidery thread, rickrack, and velvet 
binding; inlaid, layered-applique, hand embroidered; image Courtesy of the American Folk Art Museum, Gift of Altria Group, Inc., photo by Gavin 
Ashworth. CENTER: See these mountains at large scale in the new 360 gallery, opening September 16. RIGHT: Bird's-eye map of Hazelwood Irrigated Farmlands, 
Collection of Washington State Historical Society, catalogue number 2006.5.86.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED the impressive array of contemporary 
Native art on view over the summer in the annual  IN THE SPIRIT 
exhibition, capped off by a dynamic cultural festival with singers, 
musicians, dancers, and a plaza full of artist vendors. Another 
summer highlight, traveling from the NWMAC in Spokane,  
As Grandmother Taught: Women, Tradition, and Plateau Art 
remains on view through November 28, so you can continue to 
explore Indigenous arts and culture at the History Museum. 

As we roll into fall, we’re pulling back the curtain on three  
new exhibitions. 

“We are thrilled to be opening these exhibit galleries, each 
containing its own stories about the magical qualities of ‘place.’ 
These exhibitions invite invite museum visitors to think about 
their surroundings and the ways in which those surroundings are 
explored,” said Mary Mikel Stump, the Historical Society’s director 
of exhibitions and programs. “What I love about these exhibitions 
is the notion that there are many ways to think about where we 
live and how we connect with our world.”

Nearly two years in the making, 360 is the latest renovation in 
the Great Hall of Washington History. This vibrant, interactive 
gallery is full of insights into how the 360-mile-wide expanse of 
Washington, with its abundant natural resources, has sustained 
and attracted communities across time. From mountain and 
prairie to river and sea, relationships to place have drawn people 
here, while shaping the lives of those who have always called 
this land home. We hope you’ll join us for the members-only 
preview on September 12, or the public opening on September 
16 (see WashingtonHistory.org/events for details).

On September 17 the museum opens both Handstitched 
Worlds: The Cartography of Quilts, a traveling exhibition from 
the American Folk Art Museum in New York, and A View from 
Above: Bird’s-Eye Maps from the WSHS Collection.  Both 
exhibitions are on view through January 23, 2022. 

Handstitched Worlds draws parallels between quilt making and 
cartography. Both quilts and maps are built upon established 
systems that use color, pattern, and symbols to create 
compositions from interlocked parts. Both are infused with 
history and memory—they record and represent traditions, 
relationships, beliefs, and future aspirations. Spanning the 
nineteenth to the twenty-first centuries, this collection of quilts 
features a range of materials, motifs, and techniques.

A View from Above will delight you with lavishly illustrated 
maps drawn in a way that gives the viewer a sense of looking 
down at a city, as if they were flying above it. Popular in the 
late 1800s and early 1900s, “bird’s eye-view” or panoramic 
maps represented cities and villages across the country. By the 
1930s, the invention of the airplane and aerial photographs 
gradually supplanted these maps. In addition to maps from the 
Historical Society’s collections, this exhibition includes a 
selection of objects used for surveying, mapmaking, and 
commercial illustration.

As always, check our website for details about these and other 
exhibitions  (www.WashingtonHistory.org/exhibitions-events). 
We look forward to welcoming you!

WSHS exhibitions and programs are generously supported by Columbia Bank, Humanities Washington, KNKX, The Murdock Foundation, and the Port of Tacoma.

Experience the “magical qualities of place” this fall at the History Museum
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The Washington State Historical Society does not discriminate on the basis of disability in its program delivery and will provide, to the best of its ability, 
alternate formats upon request. For assistance, contact the ADA Coordinator at 253-272-3500, Tuesday through Friday, 9:00 AM–5:00 PM, and indicate the 
nature of your accessibility need and preferred format.

EXHIBITIONS

Crossing Boundaries: Portraits of a Transgender West
On view through December 10, 2021 

Curated in collaboration with historian Peter Boag, 
WSHS  is proud to present this original exhibition sharing 
narratives of transgender people in the West. It spans the 
time period of 1860 to 1940 and explores the themes of 
visibility, identity, acceptance, and history. 

As Grandmother Taught: Women, Tradition,  
and Plateau Art
On view through Nov 28, 2021

An exhibition from the Northwest Museum of Arts  
& Culture, Spokane, WA.

The art of the indigenous cultures of the Columbia River 
plateau reflects traditional lifeways borne of an ancient 
and interdependent relationship with the natural world. 
Women have been the primary makers of the functional 
forms for everyday life. Traditional ways of life have 
evolved, yet women still carry forward this knowledge. 
This exhibition celebrates the work of three contempo-
rary Plateau women alongside objects and images from 
the NWMAC.

Pandemic Perspectives: Stories of COVID-19 from UW 
Public Health Students
Through December 10, 2021

Through an innovative collaboration between WSHS and 
the UW School of Public Health, 24 students documented 
and preserved pandemic impacts in our own community 
through oral histories, artifacts, and photos, adding voices 
not traditionally represented in the permanent collection 
at WSHS. Pandemic Perspectives offers the first look into 
these diverse stories.

360 
New permanent gallery opens September 16, 2021

See flip-side for description.

Handstitched Worlds: The Cartography of Quilts
Sept 17, 2021 – Jan 23, 2022

A traveling exhibition from the American Folk Art 
Museum in New York, NY.

See flip-side for description.

A View from Above: Bird’s-Eye Maps from the  
WSHS Collection 
Sept 17, 2021 – Jan 23, 2022

See flip-side for description.

NOTE: Please check website for full program details, and for UPDATES as there may be 
changes due to COVID protocols: WashingtonHistory.org/events. Unless otherwise noted, 
all programs are at the History Museum, FREE for members, or included with admission.

OCTOBER 
Full STEAM Ahead: Virtual K-12 Educator Workshop
Friday & Saturday, October 8-9
Virtual Workshop
$35 early bird, $40 regular rate

Educators from museums in the Tacoma Museum 
District will present creative ways to incorporate STEAM 
into the classroom!  Workshops are for both primary 
and secondary teachers, offering lesson plans, supple-
mentary materials, and 7.5 clock hours. It’s virtual-easy 
to attend! Go to WashingtonHistory.org/events and 
click on the STEAM workshop for registration. 

Challenging History: Crossing Boundaries–  
Trans History, Then and Now  
Presented in Partnership with KNKX
Thursday, October 14, 7:00-8:00 PM
FREE Virtual Program

Spend an evening with KNKX’s Ed Ronco and Vivian 
McCall in conversation with Peter Boag and Gwen  
Whiting, co-curators of the exhibition Crossing 
Boundaries: Portraits of a Transgender West. Participate 
remotely as they talk live in the exhibition gallery about 
the history of transgender people and how westward 
migration provided opportunities for fulfillment. Join us 
in learning more about the history of gender, identity, 
and changing cultural perceptions. Registration required,  
see WashingtonHistory.org/events.

UWT Scholarly Selections: Gender Norms,  
(Dis)Empowerment, & the Digital Dating Paradigm 
Thursday, October 21, 6:00 PM
FREE Third Thursday

Let’s talk about digital dating and the quest for connec-
tion. UWT professor Riki Thompson presents her original 
research about online dating for individuals who identify 
outside of binary gender norms. Dating apps can serve 
as digital spaces to find community but also have 
constraining options due to implicit bias. Dr. Thompson’s 
research illuminates the challenges and opportunities of 
online dating in relation to gender and sexuality.

Family Saturday: Exploring 360
Saturday, October 23, 1:00–3:00 PM
Included with museum admission, FREE for members

Fun and learning await in 360, our newest gallery in the 
Great Hall of Washington History. Journey from the 
ocean to the plains and into the mountains while learn-
ing about our state’s amazing resources and the people 
who have stewarded them. Chart your discoveries and 
make your own Washington-inspired creations!

NOVEMBER 
Family Saturday: Stitching Stories with the  
PNW African American Quilters
Saturday, November 6, 11:00 AM–4:00 PM
Included with museum admission, FREE for members

Meet the Pacific Northwest African American Quilters 
as they share their fiber arts creations and the stories 
behind them. Then, try your hand at patterning squares 
that tell your own story, guided by our own quilter, 
WSHS Director Jennifer Kilmer!

Veterans Day:  
Stories from Native American Veterans
Thursday, November 11, 1:00 PM
FREE Virtual Program on Facebook and YouTube 

Honor Veterans Day virtually with the Historical Society 
as we hear from Native American veterans who have 
served in the United States military. Hear stories from 
tribes across Washington in this unique event, drawing 
from oral histories collected by WSHS staff.

UWT Scholarly Selections:  
International Research on Environmental 
Monitoring and Energy Harvesting
Thursday, November 18, 6:00 PM
FREE Third Thursday 

Researchers at the University of Washington Tacoma 
are collaborating with peers at the University of Azores, 
Portugal, and the University of Paraiba, Brazil in the 
areas of environmental monitoring and energy harvest-
ing. Learn about this research, its applications and 
potential impacts, and explore historical connections 
between the U.S., Brazil, and Portugal. UWT professor 
Orlando Baiocchi’s expertise includes electromagnetics 
and wave propagation, engineering ethics, and more.

DECEMBER 
History After Hours: Bootleggers’ Ball III
Thursday, December 2, 7:00–10:00 PM
$20 for members; non-members $25 presale,  
$30 at the door

Kick off the holiday season by raising a glass to 
Repeal Day! Cut a rug with fellow dancers and a live 
performance by The Happy Sinners, sip on mixed 
drinks, and take in wild tales of Washington in the ‘20s 
with historian Steve Edmiston. Dress to the nines for a 
chance to win the costume contest!

25th Annual Model Train Festival
Friday, December 17–Sunday, January 2

Bring family and friends to enjoy this enchanting 
holiday tradition! See trains, trains, and more 
trains traveling through their detailed, miniature 
landscapes. This event delights train fans of all 
ages with model train layouts on all floors of the 
museum along with fun activities. 


